FEA MOMENT MULTIMEDIA SCRAPBOOK

CONTENT PURPOSE

The purpose of the FEA moment is to showcase two students’ DVD story at the FEA State Conference who have had a special moment that influenced them to become a teacher. This will be presented in DVD format (length of speech should be approximately 2-3 minutes long) at the FEA State Conference. We are looking for creativity, impact, and substance. Fill out the form and submit with your DVD. Your advisor will be contacted if your DVD is selected to be shared at the State Conference.

ELIGIBILITY

Limited to one student entry per school
Entry form and DVD must be submitted
Entrants grant the conference the right to use and publish the submission in print, online, or in any other media without compensation
Entrants grant the FEA State Organization the right to post photos of students for promotional purposes on the state FEA website

PROCEDURES

Send in your essay on or before April 8, 2009 to:
Charleon Jeffries
College of Education
FEA State Director
123 Chambers Building
University Park, PA 16802
Late entries will not be accepted

GUIDELINES

Length of presentation will be approximately 2-3 minutes
Your story must be submitted in written form to be reviewed before April 8, 2009
Advisors will be contacted with the two winning entries prior to the FEA State Conference to be showcased at the conference
Students selected will dress in professional business attire

SCORING

Based on application criteria
The impact the special FEA Moment had on the student
Originality, organization, and creativity of the DVD content
The student agrees not to share the speech topic with other students after his/her speech is finished.

Submit Entry by April 8, 2009.